
Subject: Re: The RGCT Prize debate
Posted by [NE]Fobby[GEN] on Wed, 06 Jan 2010 23:49:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Goztow wrote on Mon, 28 December 2009 14:39Prulez wrote on Mon, 28 December 2009
17:14goztow wrote on Mon, 28 December 2009 10:23Just to reply to the original topic: try to
consider Crimson's prize money as a donation to NE, then you got the answer.
Except that it was not a donation, but it was prize money.

All in all the donation was more a symbolic thing to do than something else, as our donation
doesn't even cover half a month of renforums running costs. Just like NE's donation to exodus
seems like it was a symbolic thing as well as it doesn't even cover 1/10th of Exodus' server
running cost AFAIK but he did seem eager to post about it on these forums.

My action was symbolic? Hardly. It was free money given to us, and we didn't have anything
better to do with it, as NE has no real expenses. I had made the thread because I did not know
who was responsible for donations on Atomix or Exodus.

I think both donations should be free of criticism - Goztow and his group did a great and
honourable thing by helping what I see as the official C&C Renegade forums. Renegade's nearing
its 8th birthday and only a few servers get populated these days - it's best to not criticize what's
left of our community; no matter how small it may be. Whether it be these forums or any server
people regularly play on, this is a community that needs to depend on each other in order to
survive. Small communities should almost always be interdependent.
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